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A Young Dutchman Defies All to
Follow His Calling as a Warrior
By Dr. Martin Brass, Photos courtesy of Rende Van de Kamp (“Van”)

SOF LAUNCHES A
DUTCHMAN ON A
WILD ADVENTURE
A couple of years ago, a strapping,
imposing chap who somehow looked
familiar walked into the Soldier of Fortune office. I don’t know whether it
was his military gait, his wary gaze,
or his resemblance to so many of the
Dutch guys that I had gone to school
with for twelve years.
Or maybe it was because I had
learned to be on guard for a mercenary, with that trademark look—a
confident yet guarded demeanor,
tough as steel. Many a merc has come
charging into the den of SOF’s publisher.
The newcomer introduced himself
as “Van.”
His eyes lit up as they darted
around the disorderly “museum”
called an office. Like all visitors, he
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was fascinated, amused by the
African memorabilia and masks, the
countless trophies and jump-wing
diplomas covering the walls, the
Afghan war rugs strewn everywhere,
the animal skulls and the phony,
throbbing life-size “brain” showcased
in an electric glass thingamajig. He
wandered around, examining the casing from a 107mm rocket that was
shot at the Contra base that RKB had
been in during the Nicaragua war in
1985. In a corner was the tailfin of a
mortar round that had hit RKB in his
A-Team camp in Vietnam in 1969.
He was invited to sleep on the
sprawling couch that is guarded by a
gawking, stuffed hyena head and
skin that has hosted many a merc.
“I have been dreaming about coming to this office for nearly thirty
years,” he spoke excellent English
with a Germanic brogue, as excited as
a kid who had finally gotten to visit
SUPPORT OUR TROOPS

Santa’s workshop.

ESCAPE FROM WINTERS
OF DISCONTENT
In 1976, a Dutch magazine published an article about a new American adventure magazine, Soldier of
Fortune.
“I only knew that the magazine
had an office in the city of Boulder
in Colorado and so I sent a letter requesting information,” Van recounted the beginning of his
long-distance relationship with SOF.
“One day, an issue of the magazine full of information about wars,
mercenaries, Rhodesia and South
Africa landed on my doorstep. I
read the magazine from front to
back again and again.”
He worked in a Dutch bakery in
the mornings, cutting hot bread and
putting it in paper bags until he
earned $25 – enough to get a sub-
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scription.
“Every month, I waited impatiently for the magazine to fall on
my doormat,” he recalls.
He was fascinated by the classified
ads in which mercenaries offered
themselves for work or in which mercenaries were sought.
Decades went by. He longed to visit
the home of the adventure magazine
that had helped him focus on a calling that he was born to, an unrequited passion that had nearly driven
him mad until he was finally able to
pursue his obsession.
The SOF office was a symbol of liberation, just as the magazine had
served as a catalyst for an escape
from an ordinary, dead-end existence
many years previously.

EUROPE EMBATTLED IN
WAR AGAINST TERROR
For three days Van provided mindboggling information on the Moslem
radical fundamentalist movements in
Europe, mainly in the Netherlands,
that led to a series in SOF on the Muslim fanatics’ threat to the stability of
Europe. The world’s eyes had focused
on the Netherlands when a Muslim
fundamentalist assassinated Theo
Van Gogh the previous year because
he had produced a film exposing and
criticizing the brutal side of Islamic
fundamentalism (SOF, Dec 2005).
We have been in constant touch
since then. An avid researcher and
eternal adventurer, he keeps his fingers on the pulse of international
affairs and often provides insights to
the involvement of the Dutch military
in Afghanistan and the Dutch West
Indies.
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101st troops consult with
members of the Eindhoven
Resistance over a map.

I met him again in Amsterdam in November. He has
since written a book about his
exploits, Under Foreign Flag,
which has been published in
Dutch. The following saga is based
on interviews and excerpts from his
book.
Van is still restless, longing to go
fight for another cause. His need for
excitement, for the adrenalin rush, his
pent-up hatred of injustice and the
tyrants that perpetrate it have not
diminished.
“I was one of the very few Dutchmen that still traveled to the wars
after the stigma of WWII put a halt to
Dutch adventures. Between 1978 and
1992, I served in four different armies,
taking part in both peacekeeping and
combat operations. I would have
liked to have served in even more
armies, to have taken part in more
campaigns and traveled to even more
countries than I did,” he said.
He dismisses so-called mercenaries,
who claim to have never felt fear nor
ever had a need to hesitate.
“I have been frozen with fear, and I
have hesitated,” he says with the tone
of one who needs to prove nothing.

THEY AREN'T MISSIONARIES,
THEY'RE LEFT-WING KOOKS!

Van hated the oppressive school,
and his lousy grades reflected his discontent.
The flaming liberal Dutch teachers
who constantly voiced their left-wing
opinions in class
and distributed literature of leftist
parties, including
the Communist
Party, offended
him.
“It was depressing,” Van
said. “I didn’t
see the bearded,
sandal-wearing
teachers as missionaries like
my parents
did. I thought
Members of the Eindhoven Resistance with troops of the
we were deal101st Airborne in front of the Eindhoven cathedral during
ing with a
Operation Market Garden in September 1944
malevolent

hotbed of leftist indoctrination.
The one exception was his physical
education teacher, Anton Brouwer, a
former officer in the Dutch Marines.
Van had always known that he was
born to join the military—the army,
the marines or the Dutch Special
Forces. School was nothing but an interference.
Like most parents, Van’s father
wanted him to finish his education,
since he had not had the opportunity
as a child of two world wars.

HITLER INVADES HOLLAND
During World War I, Holland remained neutral, and had every intention of doing so in World War II. But
Hitler invaded 10 May, 1940. After
five days of heavy fighting, the bombardment of Rotterdam, and the
threat of bombing Amsterdam and
Utrecht, the unsuspecting, ill-prepared and poorly-equipped Dutch
military that had not fought a war in
a century surrendered. The country
was occupied for five years.
The Dutch of Van’s father’s generation tried to live down the shock and
shame of having had 25,000 Dutchmen fight with the German armies in
the Heer and the Waffen-SS. The 4th
“SS Volunteer Panzergrenadier Brigade
Netherlands" fought on the Eastern
Front and the "SS Volunteer
Grenadier Brigade Landsturm Nederland" fought in Belgium and the
Netherlands.
Over 200,000 Dutch citizens were
killed, making the country’s losses
the highest per capita of any country
occupied by the Nazis.

MORE HEROES
THAN TRAITORS
The stigma of those who fought
with the Germans overshadowed the
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Born To Be A Merc
fact that an estimated sixty thousand
Dutchmen formed underground resistance groups to rescue and shelter
the Jews and other persecuted individuals. Dutch resistance members’
numbers climbed up to hundreds of
thousands who, at risk of losing their
lives, were willing to network, gather
intelligence on the occupation forces
and provide it to the allies. More than
ten thousand lost their lives because

Continued

of their heroic efforts.
The Dutch were horrified and appalled at the brutality the Nazis displayed as they dragged off their
neighbors and friends and sent them
to concentration camps or off to face
mysterious, horrible fates. The Dutch
risked their lives smuggling Jews out
of Holland to Britain, via Belgium
through France and then to Spain or
Switzerland. The underground net-

Four members of Dutch provincial reconstruction team are talking in Afghanistan.

works established in this manner
were later instrumental in hiding Allied airmen shot down over Holland.

A CELEBRATED YOUNG
ACTRESS/ A FAMED VICTIM
Among those who risked their lives
in the resistance was the exquisite,
courageous Dutch-British actress, 16year-old Audrey Hepburn, who
served as a volunteer nurse in a hospital and snuck messages to resistance members as well as performed
underground concerts to raise funds
for the Dutch Resistance.
The tragic legend of Anne Frank,
whose diary captured and memorialized the plight of the Jews in World
War II, has its roots in a home in Amsterdam where a Dutch family gave
her family shelter, risking their lives.
Theo Van Gogh, grandnephew of
the renowned artist Vincent Van
Gogh, uncle to the Theo Van Gogh
that was murdered in 2004 in Holland, was executed as a member of
the resistance during the Nazi occupation.
Despite that history of far more
Continued on page 16
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Born To Be A Merc
Dutchmen risking their lives defying
the Nazis than joining the invaders,
the Dutch are still haunted by the
memories of the mercs who fought
with the Nazis.

VAN DWELLS ON HEROES,
NOT SHAME
The history of World War II was
not fresh in the young Van’s mind.
What he reflected on was the many
heroic Dutchmen that had fought
under foreign flags.
He dreamt about the fearsome
Batavian Calvary that had served in

Continued
the Roman Legions, operating from
Great Britain to Pannonia, which is
split between present-day Hungary
and Croatia. He learned how thousands of Dutchmen had taken part in
the Crusades, and how Dutchmen
had fought from Spain to Russia in
the French Armies during the
Napoleonic wars. Dutch engineers
built bridges over the Berezina River,
allowing the French to retreat. The famous Red Lancers, cavalrymen who
fought with Napoleon, were Dutchmen.

“Between 1860 and 1870, 4,000
Dutch Zouaves fought for the papal
forces in the wars of Italian unity. In
the Boer War of 1899–1901, more than
450 Dutch volunteers fought alongside the Boers. They even had a
short-lived unit, the Hollanderkorps.
Since the French Foreign Legion was
founded in 1831, more than 3,000
Dutchmen have served. Many of
them enlisted in the Legion in World
War I. In the Spanish Civil War, more
than 700 Dutchmen fought against
Franco in the International Brigades.”

“A DEAD LEGIONNAIRE IS
A LIVING FRENCHMAN”
Then World War II put a stop to
Dutch volunteers fighting under foreign flags.
“During the wars in the former
African colonies of Congo and Biafra,
only a handful of Dutchmen enlisted
as mercenaries. In the French Foreign
Legion, you would very rarely meet a
Dutchman, and during the Lebanese
Civil War only six or seven Dutchmen served in the army of Major
Sa´ad Haddad,” he points out.
Undaunted, Van is convinced that
foreign volunteers, adventurers, or
mercenaries, or whatever the warriors want to be called, have been of
great importance for many countries,
making a difference in many wars. In
Holland in early times, mercenaries
were recruited as migrant workers.
National service was not necessary
and the civilians could go on with
their lives and leave soldiering to
somebody else.
In France they say: “A dead Legionnaire is a living Frenchman.”
He points out that Israel hired mercenaries, called Machal, who came to
fight for its independence in 1948.
Their first pilots were foreigners and
their first tank commander was a
Canadian.
He also contends that the 3,000 volunteers who fought in the civil war in
the former Yugoslavia were very important to the outcome of the war.
The story of his involvement in that
conflict will be covered in a future
issue of SOF.
He and the soldiers whose stories
he tells “are no bloodthirsty thugs, or
mercenaries without a conscience.”
They are all idealistic people that
Continued on page 38
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Born To Be A Merc
fought in a war motivated by a lust
for romance or adventure.

WAR IS A SMORGASBOARD
While Van glamorized and romanticized of mercenaries and of valiant
adventurers, both past and present,
during the 1970s, his father “dreamed
of seeing me at a university or even
the Royal Military Academy to become an officer. I preferred to join the
army, in order to climb the ranks
from the bottom.”
The Cold War was blazing. Communism was advancing. South Vietnam fell in April 1975. The monstrous
Khmer Rouge seized power in Cambodia, and began initiating the killing
fields. Laos also fell to the Commies.
Communist regimes controlled several countries in Africa, including Angola, Mozambique and Ethiopia.
“What could be more exiting?”
young Van fantasized. “A mercenary
could choose his own war. He could
fight against communist regimes or
movements and always be on the
right side.”
Meanwhile, he was following the
war in Angola, a civil war that had
started after the Portuguese pulled
out. The communist MPLA seemed
to be winning with the help of military support from the Eastern Bloc.
Weapons and heavy material came
from the Soviets, while the Cubans
provided manpower. The pro-Western movements of Jonas Savimbi
(UNITA) and Holden Roberto
(FNLA) were losing. No Western
country wanted to send troops or
support their causes. Only the South
Africans were willing to send in a
task force – and that was to protect
their own interests.

Continued

The FNLA decided to recruit mercenaries. With CIA money, they
began recruiting in England and soon
the first small contingent of mercenaries left for Angola. The Angolan
war became an overnight media sensation in the European press. The
mercenaries expected to leave discreetly, but the press had discovered
what was going on. There were more
reporters than
mercenaries at
Heathrow Airport
when the mercs
left.
“I was sitting in
front of the television watching the
news when I saw
men in civilian dress
jumping out of a double-decker bus at the
airport. Former soldiers, now civilians,
were leaving to take
fight in a war voluntarily. I was captivated by
the awesome images.”
The adventures of Costas Georgiou, also known as Colonel Callan,
fascinated Van. With a cigar in his
mouth, Callan had gone with one or
two mercenaries to a Cuban military
camp in a Jeep. The Cubans mistook
Callan, who was of Greek-Cypriot
descent, for one of their officers because of his dark complexion.
Callan’s team of mercenaries
opened fire at the surprised Cubans
and sped away in their Jeep after they
finished their daring feat.
SOF and the European media also
covered other wars in Africa in which
mercenaries played a role, including
the war in the former Belgian Congo,

later called Zaire and now called
Congo again, and the rebellion of the
Ibos of Biafra against the federal government of Nigeria.

HOW ABOUT A THOUSANDDOLLAR ALLOWANCE?
At sixteen, Van decided to go directly to Angola to fight the evil Communist empire. He found out
that he needed a whopping

thousand dollars for a flight to Angola. That was a fortune in the mid
1970s.
“After a while, I decided to risk
asking my father, who was smoking a
cigar while reading the newspaper.
"Dad?" I said.
"Dad?" No answer.
"Dad?" I tried again.
"What is it now?" my father said,
occupied as he was with his newspaper.
"Dad, can I borrow a thousand dollars?" I asked.
"A thousand dollars? For what?" he
replied.
"To buy a ticket to Angola to become a mercenary, dad."
"What?" His father, furious, threw
the newspaper down. "First you finish your damn school!"
And that was that. For a while,
that is.

A BLOODY END FOR
SOF CONTRIBUTORS
Van continued to follow the events
in Angola religiously. Some of the
mercenaries’ adventures came to a
tragic, dramatic end. One group serving under Callan’s command killed
Continued on page 44
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Born To Be A Merc
some of the other members, some
died fighting the Cubans and the
MPLA and others were captured. But
some did return home safely. The
faces of the captured mercenaries
were splashed all over the press. After
a show trial, Callan and some mercenaries from Great Britain and one
American mercenary, Daniel
Gearhardt, who had obtained his position through a classified ad in SOF,
were executed. Others disappeared
for years in an Angolan prison.
Another American Vietnam veteran

Continued
and former CIA agent who wrote for
SOF, George Bacon, was killed in a
Cuban ambush.
Van became obsessed with the legendary French Foreign Legion. He
heard that the Rhodesian and South
African armies were recruiting foreigners. In 1978, paratroopers of the
Foreign Legion flew to Africa and
jumped on the city of Kolwezi in the
Congo where Katangese Gendarmes,
a rebel movement, held many Western hostages. The hostages were very
quickly freed and the rebels repelled.

"HAVE PASSPORT AND GUN.
WILL TRAVEL"
The high school rebel was repeatedly suspended from school. His frustrated father grounded him at first,
then later gave him 24 hours to make
a decision—go back to school and behave, or he would arrange for Van to
do his national service in the army.
Van didn’t need 24 hours, or even
24 seconds for that matter.
“That night, I was so excited I couldn't sleep. When I heard my father
climb the stairs, I could hardly wait to
tell him what I had decided. I saw in
his eyes that he knew what I was
going to say, and that he was hoping
he was wrong,” Van recalled one of
the most exciting moments of his life.
“When I joined the army after the
summer holidays that year, I was perhaps the most-motivated recruit that
they had seen in a long time.”
Next: Van reports for duty, then, on to
fight under foreign flags.
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